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ABSTRACT
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have revolutionized higher education by offering university-like courses for a large amount of learners via the Internet. The paper at hand takes a closer look on peer assessment as a tool for delivering individualized feedback and engaging assignments to MOOC participants. Benefits, such as scalability for MOOCs and higher order learning, and challenges, such as grading accuracy and rogue reviewers, are described. Common practices and the state-of-the-art to counteract challenges are highlighted. Based on this research, the paper at hand describes a peer assessment workflow and its implementation on the openHPI and openSAP MOOC platforms. This workflow combines the best practices of existing peer assessment tools and introduces some small but crucial improvements.
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INTRODUCTION
MOOCs can have tens of thousands of participants, which is why assignments are often offered in machine-gradable formats. However, machine-grading of hardly quantifiable criteria, e.g., elegance, style, and creativity, is difficult or next to impossible. Additionally, individualized feedback is an integral part of education, but can not be delivered by using automated assessments [30].

Peer assessment (PA) is employed in today’s MOOCs as an attempt to tackle these issues. This method allows participants to receive personalized feedback and to engage in challenges that go beyond the capabilities of automatic machine-grading by allowing the participants to grade and comment each other’s work [30].

While PA seems to be an ideal tool for MOOCs to bring complex assignments and feedback to participants, the various implementations across the large MOOC platforms face some challenges. PA is the subject of active research, which attempts to find new ways of presenting, conducting, and structuring peer assessments to overcome its current limitations. Based on this research, the paper at hand presents a concept that incorporates the state of the art of peer assessment implementations of selected MOOC platforms and explores new ideas, which are added throughout the various steps of the workflow. This concept has been implemented on our own MOOC platforms. Three courses, which have piloted in employing this technology have been evaluated.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section Foundations presents a summary on theoretical background, advantages, didactic importance, and common criticisms of peer assessment. Section State of the Art and Best Practices provides an overview on current practices of peer assessment on selected MOOC platforms. Section Our Implementation presents our concept and its implementation of a peer assessment system. Section Evaluation evaluates our system based on feedback from participants in several peer assessment pilots that we have conducted until the time of writing. Finally, the last two sections present the work that remains to be done and sum up our contribution and findings.

FOUNDATIONS
Benefits of peer assessment include improvement of higher order thinking skills, consolidation of topical knowledge, and individualized feedback for each participant [10, 14]. Learning effects can thus not only be seen as welcome byproducts of the process itself, the learning might even be put in the foreground. Educational assessment has the purpose of deepening a student’s understanding, measuring student achievement, and evaluating the effectiveness of an educational program [22]. PA as a form of educational assessment is very flexible and can be used to serve either purpose–summative or formative assessment–or even both at the same time by combining several components [33]. Students reviewing each other’s work and giving written feedback is a widely accepted application of formative PA [12, 32]. Summative PA of fellow students’ work is a more complicated matter and requires careful guidance by a teacher, since grades should be fair, consistent, and comparable for all students [1, 32, 9].

Rubrics
A common way to enable students to peer-grade other students’ work is to use teacher-designed grading rubrics. Depending on
the task at hand, an assignment can be objective or subjective. Objective assignments have clearly defined what is a right or a wrong answer, which in its simplest form could be a yes-or-no test. Subjective assignments have no clear way of expressing a correct answer, meaning that the student has multiple ways to solve the task at hand [31]. Creative writing is an example of a highly subjective task. Gauging the quality of such a piece of work through PA is difficult and highly subjective. On the other hand in a MOOC environment, such tasks are the ones that most likely will end up to be handled by peer assessment, as the massive nature of these courses forbids a manual grading by the teaching team, and an automatic grading of creative work is only hard to imagine. Rubrics counteract the subjectiveness during the grading by providing students with teacher-designed categories that communicate the quality expectations that a piece of work should fulfill [31]. They seek to guide students through the grading and often elaborate on the criteria, e.g. by giving examples how many points to award for which expertise and completeness displayed in the work of a peer [23].

Knight and Steinbach divide peer assessments into three guidance categories: (i) open-ended, where little guidance, e.g., in form of rubrics, is given, (ii) guided, where general hints and questions to consider are provided, and (iii) directed, which provides reviewers a detailed, checklist-like guidance to grade peers. They argue that directed peer assessment is superior to the other categories, since it also enables less knowledgeable students to assess their peers’ work [14].

Self Assessment
A special type of assessment, often mentioned in conjunction with PA, is self-assessment. Having seen and assessed the work of their peers, students evaluate their own work on the same criteria that they used to evaluate the work of their peers [4]. Due to similar didactical and cognitive benefits and emerging synergies they are often used together [25, 3]. Studies examining student’s performance improvements through PA participation report varying results. The consensus being that performance improvements largely depend on the specific application and learning environment where PA is employed [26, 27]. If applied responsibly, students have been found to improve in overall course performance if they previously participated in PAs for this particular course [26, 27]. Feedback in general is perceived useful by students. Some studies suggest that in some cases, students take comments from their peers more seriously than teacher comments [9, 25, 26]. Accurate grades have been reported for both peer and self-assessment, with more reviews increasing the accuracy relative to an accepted standard, such as teacher-assigned grades [26, 27].

Responibly-applied PA should have explicit training or workshop sessions beforehand to increase student eligibility and confidence to assess peers [27]. The biggest concerns voiced regarding PA are grading bias and rogue reviewers, which both are related to the question whether or not students are eligible to assess peers.

Issues
Although large in-person classes also can amount to several hundreds of students, according to Suen [30], PA in this setting mostly has been employed in the context of smaller groups guided by a teacher or teaching assistant and often as a supplement to teacher assessment. In the context of MOOCs, increasingly heterogeneous groups of students participate in PA. Due to the different backgrounds and knowledge of students, student eligibility and grading accuracy is doubted and PA itself, as a valid assessment form, is sometimes being challenged by course participants [14, 30, 11]. Therefore, it depends on the teaching teams to narrow down quality expectations, for example by providing detailed rubrics to ensure the success of PAs and to keep assessments comparable, consistent, and fair [9, 27]. Students’ subjectiveness based on their culture, education, and knowledge of the topic at hand will influence the way a student grades to a certain degree [16]. Bias can partially be counteracted with anonymity, multiple reviews per peer (averaging a grade), clear expectations, and trainings [14, 3].

Another factor linked to the problem of student eligibility are rogue reviews [26]. Rogue reviews are insufficient reviews caused by laziness, collusion, dishonesty, retaliation, competition, or malevolence [14, 26]. These were always a problem for PA, but have found to be a bigger problem online due to increased anonymity and a decreased feeling of community affiliation [12, 18].

STATE OF THE ART AND BEST PRACTICES
This section explores best practices and the state of the art of peer assessment implementations on Coursera, edX, and Iversity\(^1\). We have selected these MOOC platforms for the quality of the peer assessment tools that they feature.

Platform-specific Features
Across all platforms, PA is implemented as a work-flow consisting of several steps that have to be completed one after the other. The essential parts of the PA workflow on all platforms are a submission step, followed by a peer evaluation step, and finally a result step.

Coursera and edX additionally offer a calibration and a self-assessment step. On Coursera, these are optional [6, 5]. Iversity offers a Cloud Teaching Assistant System (CTAS) for customers that have voted to pay for this option [35]. In this model, freelance teaching assistants—hired by Iversity—are assigned to the course and grade the submissions of the participants. Thus providing sort of a missing link between crowd-sourced peer-grading and classic instructor-based grading. Vogelsang and Ruppertz [35] admit that it merely was assumed that these assistants (CTAs) possess the required qualities due to their professional status. In an experiment they conducted, CTAs and peers graded rather different from the course instructor but close to each other. In terms of the examined MOOC platforms, a step unique to edX is Artificial Intelligence (AI) grading, which allows to machine-grade essays based on advanced machine-learning algorithms [6, 7].

\(^1\)Iversity is the largest German MOOC platform. https://iversity.org
Coursera offers a self-assessment step for the students to rethink their submission. As an incentive for doing self-assessment accurately, the maximum of both grades will be taken as the final grade if a participant grades herself within a 5% distance to the grade received from the peers [5].

Submission handling

Missing a deadline has different consequences across the platforms. On Iversity, no points are awarded if any deadline has been missed, whereas Coursera awards no points if participants missed the submission deadline, but only penalizes the final assessment grade by 20% if the evaluation deadline has been missed [5, 13].

edX offers the participants a plain text input field and the possibility to upload a file to submit their work. Iversity and Coursera offer the possibility of multiple subquestions per assignment, each one with an input and file upload. All platforms allow to save drafts as long as the submission deadline has not yet passed. The participants are required to explicitly submit their work at the end of the submission step to reduce the amount of empty submissions to be offered for grading. edX employs a quality filter, which determines, by using metrics, such as word diversity and text complexity, if a submission is accepted [6]. Based on the work of Kulkarni [16], Coursera was the first MOOC platform to use calibrated peer review (CPR) [5, 2], which transfers the idea of training sessions to online environments [2]. Participants learn to use grading rubrics correctly by comparing their grading to a grading sample of the teaching team. This allows them to adjust their grading, which leads to improved grading accuracy [2]. Coursera determines a competency index for participants, which is then used as a weight for the actual grading [2]. edX requires participants to reach an accuracy threshold before they can proceed. For the actual reviews Coursera and edX both advise teaching teams to opt for three to five reviews, whereas Iversity usually requires people to review seven peers [6, 5, 13]. Coursera and edX also offer motivated participants the possibility to grade additional reviews beyond the required amount.

Review distribution

A participant retrieves submissions to review one after another (edX, Iversity) or as a set to grade (Coursera) [7, 5, 13]. Exact details of how reviewers are mapped to reviewees are scarce. Several sources hint that Coursera and Iversity have a fixed mapping, which in turn means that if a reviewer fails to review all peers, reviewees might receive less than the required reviews [5]. edX on the other hand uses a submission pooling principle, where participants pull a submission from a pool and, thereby, lock the submission for everyone else. If it has been reviewed or 30 minutes have passed, the submission automatically returns to the pool [7]. The review process itself is double-blind without exception. Double-blind peer reviewing allows participants to give more critical feedback and freely express their opinions without having to consider interpersonal factors, which in turn results in more honest and, ideally, more useful reviews [18, 28]. To report code of honor violations, submissions can be flagged during the peer evaluation. Iversity has no obvious way to report submissions for misconduct other than plagiarism, whereas edX and Coursera allow further distinction, such as explicit content.

Grading

If participants have finished all reviews in time, they qualify for a grade, which is shown together with individual grades and comments received from their reviewers. For grade computation, Coursera and edX use the median to catch gradings too low or too high, whereas Iversity uses the average of reviewer grades [6, 5, 13]. As shown by Kulkarni [16], the median performs better than the average in this context. Raman [24] suggests to employ ordinal instead of cardinal grading. Each participant orders the submissions she has been assigned to for grading in the form of $a$ better than $b$ better than $c$. On the basis of these "local" orderings, a "global" ordering of all submissions is estimated and from this the cardinal grades are derived.

All platforms offer the possibility to request a re-grading. Coursera and edX suggest posting submissions and reviews in the discussion forums to get further feedback [7, 5]. Iversity offers a built-in re-grading tool [13].

EdX also employs an AI grading step that uses technology commonly referred to as Automated Essay Scoring (AES) [7, 2]. Statistical machine-learning models are employed to predict human-assigned scores. These models are trained based on teacher-assigned grades for a set of submissions and automatically extracted text features, such as number of words, orthographic or grammar errors, word frequency, or sentence complexity. AES dates back to the work of Page [21] in the 1960s and has been an issue of continuous research since then [29]. Besides the high time investment that is required for training, the results are still problematic, as machines are not able to understand and interpret texts the way humans do [2].

The standalone tool Peerstudio\(^2\), which can be added to any platform that supports the Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) interface, takes a completely different approach on peer assessment. It focuses on enabling students to give immediate formative feedback on work-in-progress. Kulkarni et al. report that the grades of students that had received fast feedback were significantly higher than the grades of those students who did not receive feedback at all or after a too long time frame. [17]

\(^2\)https://www.peerstudio.org
A large amount of reviews has the advantage of increasing views. With too many reviews to write, participants will rush via grading rubrics. Defining the grading rubrics is one of features that we added on top or that we have improved. In the following, we will focus on presenting some of those assignment.

Participants grade a submission based on the available rubrics. Additionally to this summative feedback, the participants are encouraged to give their peers formative feedback in the form of free text reviews. All reviews are double-blind to protect peers' identities from each other and to prevent call-outs or conflict escalations outside of the peer assessment. Participants who have completed the required reviews in time, advance to the next step. Participants who do not, receive zero points for the assessment. Voluntary additional reviews up to the number of required reviews can be handed in as long as the deadline has not passed.

A large amount of reviews has the advantage of increasing the probability that the average grade of a submission is close to the grade teachers would assign [26, 27]. However, time should be provided for those willing to write thoughtful reviews. With too many reviews to write, participants will rush through the process, which likely lowers the quality of the feedback overall. Therefore, we have designed the system to have a preset of three reviews as the default amount to be completed during the evaluation step. We recommend to increase this amount only if the peer assessment spans multiple weeks, only has a few rubrics to grade, or has a less demanding assignment.

In the following, we will focus on presenting some of those features that we added on top or that we have improved.

1. A step in the workflow to train the participants in the summative part of the assessment.
2. A distribution mechanism that boosts the priority of the work of participants that already did a review.
3. Review rating, additional points for writing good reviews.
4. Transparent grade computation and re-grading option.

Training Step
The teaching team has the possibility to add a simple training step to the PA workflow. This training step can be optional or mandatory for the participants, defined by the settings of the teaching team.

The teaching team grades at least 10 samples of the participants' submissions for the current PA to ensure a more diverse training pool. A diverse set of samples benefits the training as it provides the participants with examples for each level of quality. While a sample submission is being reviewed by a teaching team member, it is blocked for all other teaching team members to ensure that it is not accidentally graded twice.

As soon as the training step has been opened for the participants, the submissions that already have been graded by the teaching team are presented to the participant one after the other. Initially, the students only can access the submission, but not the grading of the teaching team. This view is more or less identical to the view of the actual evaluation step. As soon as the participant herself has graded the sample, she is presented an overview, which shows the teaching team's comment and adds indicator arrows to the rubric options that have been selected by the teaching team and those that have been selected by the participant. This way, the participant can easily detect scoring differences.

If the training step is mandatory, the teaching team can define the amount of training reviews that have to be done. If a participant still feels insecure in using the rubrics after grading the required amount of samples, she is allowed to grade as many additional samples as there are left in the pool.

Distributing Submissions to Peers
The distribution mechanism that maps submissions to peers is the core of the evaluation step. Our goal is that each participant receives sufficient feedback. Each participant is required to write a certain amount \((n)\) of reviews, which means that each participant ideally receives that amount of reviews in return. The size of \(n\) is defined by the teaching team.

We are using a dynamic mapping approach that assigns submissions on demand from a pool of available submissions. This allows to rebalance review counts for submissions on the fly as the current submission distribution state can be considered. With additions such as review expiration, the problem of redistributing submissions is solved without requiring heuristics that determine when submissions are considered for redistribution.

Our implementation of the pooling approach introduces a submission priority principle to balance submission distribution and the possibility that a submission is reviewed by several reviewers in parallel (see Figure 1).

Particularly, the submission priority principle is a novelty that deserves some more detailed explanation. Submissions are assigned a priority, which influences their likelihood to receive reviews, and they have a required reviews counter to indicate how many reviews are still required for this submission. As soon as a submission is inserted into the pool, both the required
When a review is submitted, the reviewer’s own submission receives a priority boost of one. The philosophy behind this boost is that those who write reviews deserve to get reviews in return, while those who do not should receive less. If a participant does not submit a review within six hours, it will expire. If a review expires, the priority and required reviews count of the corresponding submission are restored by increasing each by one again. Without review expiration, reviewers who forget about their reviews would leave their peers at a disadvantage, because they would no longer be able to receive the required number of reviews.

**Review Rating**

In the result step, participants can see the reviews they received and—as soon as the deadline for the evaluation step has passed—their final grade for the assessment. Our system introduces the option to report received reviews for misconduct, analog to reporting submissions in the evaluation step. A further improvement is the possibility to rate the received feedback.

Current platforms lack incentives to write thoughtful reviews, as well as a way for peers to give feedback on received reviews [36, 20, 34]. Participants are practically defenseless if the reviews they receive are not worthy of a report, since teaching teams have only limited capacities and cannot investigate minor incidents. Lu et al [19] have conducted an experiment to “grade the graders”. They report particularly positive results when the graders receive grades for their grading and also grade the grading of others.

We, therefore, decided to go for a feedback rating approach, which has already been used in online and classroom peer assessments [10, 12]. The basic idea is to allow participants to actually make an impact and “defend” themselves by influencing the grade their reviewer receives, thus motivating reviewers to write more detailed and helpful reviews [14]. We have transferred the idea of feedback rating to MOOC peer assessment by allowing participants to earn up to one bonus point for each review they write. The receiving participants rate reviews on a scale from zero to three stars, based on how useful they perceive the review. Guidance on what a good review looks like is provided during the rating.

A four-point scale has been chosen and translates into no point for zero stars, 0.3 for one star, 0.7 for two stars, and 1.0 for three stars. This bonus can accumulate to a notable amount of points, even considering that participants already can earn a significant amount of base points for their submission in the PA compared to other assessment forms on our platform. This may seem to be a rather high bonus. However, reviews are an integral part of peer assessment and its learning experience. Hence, reviews are small but important work artefacts of a peer assessment process that require a considerable effort to be written in high quality, for which feedback rating can be seen as an appropriate reward. Until the participant has rated the feedback, we only show her the overall grade but not the individual grades that have been assigned by the peers. As soon as the written part of a review is rated, we also show the individual grade given by that peer. This is an attempt to make sure that participants only rate the usefulness and quality of the written review and not the grade that they received from their peer. Furthermore, this method uses the inherent curiosity of the participant as an incentive to rate the reviews.

**Grade Computation**

We originally opted for an experimental weighted average approach taking multiple factors into account. Some of these were intended to serve as long-term adjustments to reduce the impact of rogue reviewers and reviewers who constantly deliver poor review quality. In the end, however, we skipped that plan as this calculation would have become absolutely intransparent for all stakeholders, such as teaching team, helpdesk, and participants. Kulkarni et al [16] have already shown that simply using the median is good enough in most cases and will be only marginally improved by employing complex weighting mechanisms.

We use the average for those rare cases when a submission receives less than three reviews and the median when it receives three or more reviews.

The final grade consists of multiple components, which are transparently communicated to the participant in the result step:

- Median of review grades (base points)
- Self-assessment bonus points
Review feedback rating bonus points
Grading delta

The median of the review grades is calculated per rubric. We then sum up these values to the final amount of points for the participant.

The grading delta can be set by the teaching team members during conflict reconciliation. This delta can be relative or absolute. A relative delta adds a fixed amount of points to the base points, bonus points are left untouched and are added on top. The absolute delta sets the overall grade to a fixed amount of points, ignoring the originally received base and bonus points.

**EVALUATION**

We will now evaluate the implemented PA design based on surveys we conducted among the participants of our first PA pilots and on an analysis of some key factors of the data that we collected during these pilots. In total we have conducted five PAs in four courses, two on openSAP and two on openHPI, in a variety of settings up to now. The review distribution mechanism has been employed in all of the PAs, the other key features will be listed per PA in the following section.

**Key Features of Examined PAs**

**Introduction to SAP Fiori UX (OSAP1)**
- Enrolled participants: ~21,000
- Task: creative design challenge to create an SAP Fiori application
- Extra Steps: none
- Minimum reviews: 3

**Java for Beginners (OHPI1)**
- Enrolled participants: ~11,000
- Task: modeling an object-oriented application, class diagram
- Extra Steps: self-assessment, optional
- Minimum reviews: 3
- Rubrics: 6 (mostly just checking if something useful had been delivered (yes or no) (objective))
- Timeframe: 3 weeks (submission), 1 week (peer- and self-assessment)
- 10 bonus points (Course total 103 + another 8 bonus points)
- Submissions: 337, qualified for grade: 297

**Web Technologies (OHPI2 CSS/Pong)**
- Enrolled participants: ~10,000
- Task1: create an HTML page including some CSS formatting according to a given design
- Task2: second task was to complete a given Javascript example
- Extra Steps: self-assessment, optional

---

3See: https://open.hpi.de/pages/p_a_grading
Figure 5. Comparison of the openSAP pilot surveys (OSAP1: n=54, OSAP2: n=464) with Kulkarni’s findings on perceived learning by assessing peers.

Figure 6. Comparison of the OSAP2 survey (n=469) with Kulkarni’s findings on perceived learning by assessing oneself.

- Minimum reviews: 3
- Rubrics: 3/6 (mostly simple yes or no questions to check if a certain feature exists or not (objective))
- Timeframe: 3/2 weeks (submission), 1/1 week (peer- and self-assessment)
- 7/9 bonus points, (Course total 180 + another 15 bonus points)
- Participants in assignment: 1371/1010
- Submissions: 761/567, qualified for grade: 476/592

General Feedback

Figure 2 shows how participants perceived the two key steps of the PA tasks in OSAP1 and OSAP2. Both—working on the assignments and reviewing the peers’ submissions—were perceived by the participants as having a strong impact on their learning. These results validate PA usage in a creative design challenge context as given in those pilots. This impression is further reinforced by Figure 3, showing that the learning impact of PA is also perceived positively in comparison to other assessment types that are employed on our platforms.

The participants of OHPI1 stated in the course end survey that they appreciate the opportunity to work on more complex practical tasks, enabled by the PA system, instead of doing multiple choice tests (see Figure 4). This finding is also supported by participants’ comments, throughout all of the examined courses, which generally expressed appreciation of the activity-driven assessment variation that has been introduced into the courses.

Comparing the survey results of OSAP1 and OSAP2 (in terms of perceived learning impact of assessing peers or one’s own) with Kulkarni’s results [16] (see Figure 5 and 6) shows at least very similar tendencies.

Evaluating the Novelties of our Implementation

Training Step

Almost 90% (n=54) of the participants of the OSAP1 survey stated that they would have preferred to have a training step before the actual peer grading step.

Figure 7 shows that the majority of participants of OSAP2’s post-course survey perceived the offered training step as very helpful to understand the expected grading standard. In both pilots almost all participants perceived themselves to have given fair and detailed feedback (OSAP1: 94%, n=54, OSAP2: 96%, n=466). The perception of the received feedback, however, differs significantly between the pilots (OSAP1: 64%, n=54, OSAP2: 85%, n=466). While the difference between the perception of given and received feedback can be accounted to a well-known phenomenon in behavioral psychology (compare e.g. [15], [8]), the improvement in OSAP2 might be a sign for improved grading abilities due to the training step. However, there are too many factors involved to make a definitive statement here.

Distributing Submissions to Peers

Figure 8 shows that, except for OSAP1, the distribution mechanism worked quite well4. Starting with OSAP2 we can see a similar tendency throughout all the examined courses, showing that those participants who wrote the minimum amount of reviews, have also received a sufficient amount of reviews, while fewer reviews were “wasted” on those that did not write sufficient reviews. At least for the summative part of the PA the data shows that the distribution works sufficiently well. It has been suggested, however, that strong students are more likely to write reviews than weak students. Therefore, a concern might be that strong students get more reviews that way while weaker students get less. The formative part of the PA thus might increase the “learning gap” between good and bad performers.

Review Rating

Our review rating mechanism has been received very positively as a motivator for review quality. About 80% of the participants of the OSAP1 (n=54) and OSAP2 (n=472) surveys stated that our review rating implementation motivated to write useful feedback and was a good way to review the reviewers. More than 70% of the participants in the OSAP1 survey stated that the feedback they received motivates them to improve their reviews in the future.

4During OSAP1, the system was in a very early beta state and a lot of adjustments still needed to be performed
There is an objection that the introduced review rating might lead to a "Tit for Tat" situation where good grades instead of good reviews are rated good. We, therefore, analyzed the data in the the examined PAs to see if we can find evidence for this assumption. First, we compared the points a participant received for the submission to the rating she gave to the review. Figure 9 shows that we can observe a very similar trend in all of the examined courses. The feedback points that a review received, in general, is not related to the amount of points a reviewer gave. We then compared the reviews word count, as a very basic factor for review quality, to the received rating. Figure 10 at least implies that there is a certain relation between the length of a review and the rating it receives.

**FUTURE WORK**

It has been suggested that the review distribution mechanism might increase the "learning gap" between good and bad performers. A potential tweak in the process might be to explicitly inform the participants about the option to improve their chances for a review by writing reviews themselves. Furthermore, we need to further investigate how to provide a re-grading mechanism that is smart enough to decide who is eligible for a re-grading and who is not. Raman’s approach of ordinal grading [24] might be a starting point worth investigating.

**CONCLUSION**

The paper at hand described the importance of peer assessment for scaling formative assessments and more challenging and engaging assignments in large online learning environments. A peer assessment workflow concept based on research findings, platform implementations of large MOOC platforms, and participant feedback has been presented, which incorporates the state of the art of MOOC peer assessment and adds several technical improvements to the process. Feedback rating has been introduced, which is a concept to let peers rate the reviews...
they received, with the intention to provide incentives for reviewers to improve their review quality. Rated reviews award reviewers bonus points based on the rating, which is not only meant to motivate reviewers to write better reviews, but also to allow participants to defend themselves against poor review quality. Submission pooling has been developed as a dynamic algorithm that takes the current submission-distribution state into account and balances distribution of submissions on the fly, based on priority and reviews needed per submission. An evaluation based on peer assessments with different settings in four courses on two of our MOOC platforms marked a success of the implemented PA workflow with largely positive feedback from participants. Finally, our implementation is perceived as on-par with other implementations and many participants expressed their appreciation of a more activity-driven and creative challenge, wishing to have more of those in future courses.
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